SPAIN | SALAMANCA

Gran Hotel Don Gregorio
A 15TH CENTURY PALACE RESTORED
INTO A LUXURY HOTEL

G

rand Hotel Don Gregorio is a 15th Century

individually synchronised in each room. Enjoy pure relaxation

Modern facilities in a 15th Century environment offer custo-

palace that has been beautifully restored into a

in the deluxe rooms and the luxury suites with a choice of

mers an atmosphere of gastronomic elegance, tranquility and

luxury hotel, with an unbeatable location

Jacuzzi-Hydro Massage Bathtub, rain-shower and Sauna.

quality. The Spa of Gran Hotel Don Gregorio is a magic space

opposite the stunning Saint Stephen’s Convent,

Complementary bathrobe and slippers and Molton Brown

where you will be able to enjoy the purest relax and comfort. It

metres from the Plaza Mayor of Salamanca. Set just a short

products are provided. If the en-suite jacuzzi leaves you feeling

includes jacuzzi, steam bath bubble beds, waterfall showers and

walk away from the world-famous cathedral, this charming

relaxed, feel totally revitalised in the hotel's luxury Spa. Featu-

much more. Besides, Grand Hotel Don Gregorio offers a fantas-

palace accommodation offers 17 lovely rooms that combine the

res include a Turkish Bath, Steam Shower and Cyclonic Sho-

tic massage service that will renew your daily life. Its central

building’s original charm and majestic spirit with fantastic

wer: water jets at different heights from head to toe with bi-

location makes the stay in this hotel a real privilege.

modern facilities. Admire superb 18th Century fabrics and

thermal temperatures to relax or stimulate, various jets to

mirrors, tapestries of the 17th Century, and Art Deco furniture

invigorate and massage, and additional jacuzzi. Gran Hotel Don

in every room. The classy rooms come with extra-long beds, for

Gregorio has a large and cozy restaurant serving gastronomic

a restful night’s sleep, complemented with sophisticated back-

pleasure. The restaurant has a capacity of up to 150 seats in

ground music systems through the internet, which can be

banquets or privat e rooms for meet ings of 10 people.
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